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Reported Date/Time Incident #/CommentComment Dt

02/22/2016 11:08 am

WPD Officer noticed a truck with an occupant parked near the construction zone on Washington St with no 

construction markings on it. Officer made contact with the occupant and determined all was fine.

2016-00021202/22/2016

02/22/2016  7:11 pm

WPD Officer responded to a residence in the 400 blk of Patricia Lane for a report of a runaway child. Officer 

located the child near the WES and returned the child to their home. Mediated issue that caused child to become 

upset and leave the home.

2016-00021302/22/2016

02/23/2016  9:15 pm

WPD Officer spoke with the parent of a child that claimed they were being harassed at school. Officer contacted 

SRO and had a meeting with school principal. Suspect being dealt with.

2016-00021502/23/2016

02/24/2016 12:59 pm

Local bank advised customer to report fraudulent credit card activity to the WPD. Customer had unknown charges 

on account from two different stores outside of Wrightstown. Report started.

2016-00021702/24/2016

02/24/2016  3:43 pm

WPD Officer responded to a residence in the 400 blk of Prairie Way for a report of suspicious activity. Resident 

believes someone is entering their home without permission, taking money and doing damage.

2016-00021802/24/2016

02/24/2016  6:02 pm

WPD Officer assisted Brown County Child Protection Services with checking on a resident regarding child 

placement.

2016-00021902/24/2016

02/24/2016  6:54 pm

Individual called asking for assistance with an issue they are having with a vehicle and their ex. Assistance 

provided.

2016-00022002/24/2016

02/26/2016  1:10 pm

WPD Officer assisted the WI Dept of Corrections who called requesting assistance in locating a wanted person 

currently residing in Wrightstown. Contact made at residence, however suspect not home. Person wanted on a 

parole violation. It was suggested to the family member who answered the door at the residence have the wanted 

person call their agent and turn themselves in.

2016-00022402/26/2016

02/26/2016  1:19 pm

Village resident reported receiving a phone call from a person claiming to be a Miami Police Officer who told the 

resident that their grandson was in jail in Miami and needed bail money. Resident confirmed that their grandson 

was actually in college in Iowa. Grandparent Scam, no money lost.

2016-00022502/26/2016

02/26/2016 11:43 pm

WPD Officer responded to a residence in the 400 blk of Patricia Lane regarding a welfare check of one of the 

residents. Friends had not heard from the person in a few days and thought person was being harmed by roommate. 

Officer was eventually able to make contact with the person who claimed nothing was wrong. Follow-up conducted 

the next day. Person again stated nothing was wrong. No physical indicators of abuse.

2016-00022902/26/2016

02/27/2016 11:16 am

BC Deputy responded to a residence in the 900 blk of Broadway Street to check the welfare of a resident. Resident 

not home. Family member told Deputy person was visiting friends on the west side of the State.

WPD Officer made contact with the subject of the welfare check a few days later and was able to determine that 

everything was fine.

2016-00023002/27/2016
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